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This paper is concerned

of a multi-curie high-pressure

ABSTRACI’

with the problems encountered in the use

tritium gas target at a large university.

The necessary administrative arrangements, state licensing, transporta-

tion, and health physics problems are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

In the early fsll of 1962, Leland Stanford University at Pslo Alto,

California, and the Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory at Los Alsmos, New

Mexico, began preparation to collaborate in an experiment to measure high

energy electron scattering from tritium. Stanford University was to

supply the high energy electron accelerator facilities (Mark 111),1 and

LASL would undertake the construction of a high pressure tritium gas

target and set up dequate health and safety procedures. The tritium

e~eriment at Stanford University required various siiministrativearrange-

ments in order to comply with internal LASL policies and regulations of

the USAEC, The Interstate Cammerce Commission, and the State of California.

Some of the procedures followed were routine matters concerning the trans-

fer of source and special nuclear materials, while others were necessary

because of the unusual nature and quantity of the material. The integra-

ted efforts of many experts in the field sre reflected and are compiled

to show the extreme precautions that were employed to ensure the success

of the experiment.

%eviewof Scientific Instruments 26 (February, 1955).—
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THE EXPERIMENT

Nuclear physicists are very interested in measuring the cross

sections for elastic scattering of high energy electrons. In this

particular experiment the scattering of electrons from tritium would

give much more sensitive details of the ground state of the triton

than snything else that has been done. There sre two main reasons why

the scattering of high ener~ electrons is avsluable tool in determining

nuclear structure: (1) The high energy electrons have a smaller wave-

length than the nucleons previously used in tritim scattering experiments

and are thus able to probe finer details of the structure of the nucleus.

(2) The forces between electrons and nuclei are well understood. There-

fore, the interpretation of electron scattering expertients is not

hindered by the uncertainties in the forces that exist in nucleon-

nucleus scattering. Thus it was hoped that important new information

could be obtained on the s-body nuclear system, and in particular on the

question of whether s-body nuclear forces exist. The initial e~rtients

were concentrated on elastic scattering, but further details could be

deduced from inelastic scattering which would be done at some future

date.
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The electron source was the Mark III linear accelerator at

Stanford University, which will accelerate electrons to energies of

1 BeV. The average current is about 0.5 ~a although it has been run

up to 1.0 Va.

The target cell was patterned titer a type that has been in use

at Stanford for years. It was cylindrical shaped with hemispherical end

caps of S/k-inch dismeter and an oversll length of ‘7-5/8inches. The

cylindrical walls were 20 mil stainless steel (304), and the hemi-

spherical end caps were of 10 mil stainless steel (304). The amount

of tritium required to fill one of these cells to 1)500 psi was about

5 liters or shout 12,500 curies. Figure 1 shows the components of a

cell before being electron-besm welded.

After the individual parts were machined they were tested by the

following diagnostic methcds:

a. Fluorescent dye penetrant,

b. Msgnetic field,

c. Ultrasonic wave,

d. Radiography.

These tests could reveal the presence of possible cracks, voids,

inclusions, variations in heat treatment, variations in thickness, etc.

Any defects thus found that might imptir the strength of the parts were

cause for rejecting the parts.

The vessel was then assembled and welded together by electron-besm

welding. This technique prcd.ucesa joint that has the ssme properties as
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the metsl itself and also produces a more reliable and lesk-free joint

than is possible by other methods.

The vessels next hsd the capillsx’yfilling lesd brazed on and were

then heliun leak tested at a pressure of 1,500 psi. If leak-tight they

were sgain rtiiographed to be sure that all the welds were sound.

The,next test was a pressure test in which the variation in sxisl

length and diameter was measured as a function of pressure. For two of

these vessels this test was carried out at increasing pressures until the

vessels broke. The vessels chosen were not quite typical since they hsd

small defects that made them appear undesirable for tritium use. Thus

the results below can probsbly be considered as lower limits.

Vessel -#l Vessel *

Pressure at rupture 4,050 psi 4,170 psi

Pressure at 0.2$ yield 3,200 psi 2,825 psi

Figure 2 shuws the result of pressure tests to rupture of the target

cell components.

Then one of the satisfactory vessels, inside its mounting bracket,

was filled with hydrogen to 1,500 psi and dropped several times from a

height of 3 to 4 ft to the floor on end, on side, and on corner. Post-

drop examination showed that, although the mounting bracket was dented,

the vessel survived in satisfactory condition, that is, remained leak

tight. In sddition to this, studies have been made on hydrogen

enbrittlement of #304, and this steel was found to be satisfactory.

Calculations of the heat generated fra 12,500 curies of tritium and
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from the electron beam heating, which dissipated in the metsl assembly,

gave 0.3 and 1.0 watts, respectively.

Two of the satisfactory vessels were filled with tritium to

1,500 psi. The capillary filling tubes of the filled vessels were

pinch-welded shut about 1 inch from the body of the vessels and the

remainder of the filling Wbe and valve removed. For reasons of safety,

the welds were made from a position considerably removed from the welder;

and during the welding process, a quenching gas was blown on the weld area

to prevent a fire from occurring. Tritium monitoring of the filled

vessels began immediately, and a daily record of the results was kept

for each filled vessel.

TRANSPORTATION

Pressurized shipping containers were prepared for movement of the

target vessels to StWord (Fig. 3).

of Explosive approval for a shipping

than 2.7 curies of tritium gas under

The ICC regulations required Bureau

container used to transport more

pressure; this was obtained after

certain changes in the container. The Bureau of Explosives also required

controlled, escorted transport of the container from Los Alsmos, New Mexico,

to Stanford, California.

The available shipping containers, which were previoudy used for

shipment of other materials and were modified for this problem, had a

thin aluminum cylindrical cover about 2 inches in dismeter on the top

and the

a solid

bottom of the container. These covers had to be replaced with

weld before meeting the Bureau of Explosive approval.

11
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These containers were provided with a filling valve and pressure

gauge. The filled tritium vessel was placed inside its mounting bracket

and the bracket surrounded with a fitted styrofoam cushion whose exterior

dimensions were the ssme as the shipping container inner diameter (Fig. 4).

The vessel, bracket, and cushion were placed in the shipping container and

the container pressurized to * 5 psig. The shipping container was tritium

monitored after a periciiof one dsy by ssmpling the exhaust from the pres-

sure nozzle on the container. If no leaks were detected the shipping

container was repressurized and resdied for shipment.

Carco Air Service, an AEC contract airline, supplied a Beech-

craft Twin Bonanza for an exclusive-use flight to transport the tritium

to Stanford University. The aircrsf’twas checked in advance to determine

that the shipping containers could be securely tied down in the baggage

compartment. Carco supplied information concerning the Palo Alto and

San Jose airports. Both of these airports were inspected, and the

routes to the Stanford University campus were determined in sdvsnce.

The actual flight was scheduled so as to arrive at the destination

during the time of minimum traffic congestion on the freeway. Stanford

University provided a truck and a station wagon and the necessary drivers

in order to move the tritium and the LASL personnel from the airport to

Stanford University.

The shipment was made May 8, 1963, and consisted of

of tritium totaling 22,156 curies, one container of helium

two containers

3, and on? of

hydrogen. Upon arrival at Stanford University the containers were inspected

13
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and the internal pressure noted with due account msde for the change in

elevation. The type of gauge used measured a differential in pressure

from the inside of the container to the outside atmospheric pressure. A

sample at the exhaust vslve then was monitored for tritium. These results

were negative. The container was closed and put in a locked storage

csbinet, vented to the outside, until the experiment was resdy to be

started.

The action to be followed if a tritium leak were detected any

time the pressure vessels were within the shipping container was to

close the filling valve, assure that the container was leak tight,

and return the vessels to Los Alsmos by the most expeditious means

available.

The bremsstrshlung

ators varies with machine

INSTRUMENTATION

background radiation associated with acceler-

operating conditions such as bea energy, beam

current, beam focusing, etc. In general the monitoring of low energy

tritium betas (* 20 keV) is difficult where gamma or neutron induced

activities exist. Existing tritium detection instruments that employ

ion traps or are equipped with gamma compensated mechanisms have not

proved desirable around accelerators. Therefore a philosophy of monitor-

ing was adopted in which the sensitivity of the instrument was adjusted to

a large quantity

end station were

released on a one-shot b=ise The radiation levels in the

originally estimated to be in the 10 mr/hr to 100 mr/hr

15



region but subsequently proved to be from 10 r/hr to 100 r/hr. This was

attributed to the fact that this area is an exclusion area during machine

operation, and the occasion for measurement hsd not been urgent. With a

background of 10 mr/hr in mind, the Model 123 multi-station air ssmpler

was designed and constructed (Figs. 5 and 6). The detectors were pat-

terned after the Mcdel 101 tritium sniffer; but instesiiof using a sensi-

tivity selector switch, this instrument was arranged to cover 3 decsdes

with sensitivity as shown in Figure 7. The unique sdvantage of this

type of instrument was that the alarm point could be set slightly above

whatever background was encountered. Since we were not concerned with

knowing tritium concentrationsbut only knowing that there was any

tritium at all, this system was very simply installed snd sdequate.

With a background of 10 r/hr it was necessary to shield the detectors

with lead.

There were three detectors with locsl alarms at the detector,

alarm and read-out at the counting room, and an alarm at the control

room (Figs. 8 and 8a). One detector was placed about 15 feet from the

scattering chsmber, a second at the tritium storsge area, and a third

was tied into the vent stack with sn ion pre-collector and as fsr awsy

from the scattering chaniberas possible. The reset for these detectors

was located in the counting room. Stand-by portshle tritium detectors

were available in case of trouble. Tritium urinalysis of all personnel

was msde on a routine basis.

16
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DISCUSSION OF POSSIBLE ACCIDENT

The scattering chamber was 18 inches in d.ismeterand 10 inches in

height. It was evacuated prior to and during each run (Fig. 9). The .

exhaust of the pumps was connected to the main vent line, which dischsxged

into the atmosphere at a point 50 feet above ground level. A venting hood

(Fig. 10) was fitted over the entire scattering chsmber, and this also was

connected to the main vent line. The overall installation, with the hood

in place, including the spectrometer, is shown in Figure 11. If the

target vessel were to leak during an experimental run, the ion vacuum

gauge would trigger an automatic quick action vslve which would trap

the tritium in the vacuum system. The tritium would thenbe diverted

to a large evacuated gas cylinder snd held for subsequent disposal.

If the mou.ntingbrscket were tobe dropped on transfer from the

shipping container to the scattering chsniber,no rupture would be

expected unless a pointed object would somehow puncture the vessel.

This would be the worst situation. Although every effort hss been made

to prevent tro~le the possibility of accident existed. In this event

the population density and possible exposures have been considered;

these subjects are considered in detail in the next section.
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Figure 9. Scattering
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POPULATION DENSITY AND

OF

In the unlikely event

it becomes important

and what their totsl

shows the population

to know

POSSIBLE EXl?OSURESIN THE VICINITY

THE END STATION

a rupture of the target vessel should occur}

how many persons might be exposed to tritium,

exposure would be under various conditions. Figure 12

density around the accelerator at three distances.

The 37 meter area would have not more than 10 persons, all of whom are

radiation workers. Non-rsdiation workers are in the

areas. Since the experiment is run at night time or

there is a minimum number of people on the campus in

end station, an esthnate of 1,000 persons in the 400

10,000 persons in the area of 1,200 meters was made.

400 and 1,200 meter

on weekends when

the vicinity of the

meter area snd

Stopinski’s calculations are used for estimating the possible

exposure due to the release of tritium in the atmosphere and are quoted

here.2 “should all of the tritium react so the atoms are present in

water molecules, a non-worker could be exposed to a one-quarter exposure

at a distance of 430 meters. In all probability the distance to one-

quarter exposure would be much closer to 37 meters, since the tritium

reacts relatively slowly, and during the time practically all of the

tritium would be present as free molecules.”

At the 400-meter radius the only problem could concern the two

women’s dormitories, Lagunita Court and Roble Hall, with a total popula-

tion of 600 women. There me no other night residents in the entire area.
2
See Appendix.
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The above information was sfimitted to the State of California;

and with these data Stanford University was sble to obtain the necessary

license under Title n’, California Health snd Safety Code. Then the

San Francisco Operations Office (SAN), USAEC, was asked by IASL for

permission to ship up to 25 liters of tritium gas to Stanford University.

Permission was granted after SANwas assured that health and safety

considerations had been canplied with by Stanford and sfter Stanford

had received a State of California license to cover this quantity of

radioactive materials.

SUMMARY

This experiment has been in progress for four months and demon-

strates that large smounts of tritium at high pressure can be safely

used at universities. In a high hazard experiment of this kind, careful

planning is essential, snd all sspects must be thoroughly investigated.
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In estimating the

into the atmosphere, use

APPENDIX

possible exposure due to the release of tritium

has been made of the integrated

for air concentration. In this form the Sutton equation

Sutton equation

becomes:

TID=

TID=

where

Q=

ii=

t=

(iit

c =

n=

h=

2Q
h2

exp -
Y(c2ii(iit)2-n C2 (a)2-n

Total Integrated Dose

smount of material

mean wind speed in

time in seconds,

released (here microcuries)j

meters per second,

then becomes distance),

the generalized diffusion coefficient,

the stability index of the atmosphere,

the height of release above the surface in meters.

The following assumptions have been msde in preparing the curve

of TID versus distance:

(1) release point isat the surface,

(2) C is taken to be 0.1,

(3) n is taken to be 0.25,

(4) the mean wind speed is taken to be 5 meters per second,

(5) Q = 1.24 X 1010 microcuries.

29



Assumption (1) reduces the basic equation to the form of

TID =
2Q

Ytc% (fit)2-n

Use of the values as made in assumptions (2) through (5) results in the

curve as shown in Figure A-1, of Total Integrated Dose (Exposure) in

microcurie-seconds per cubic meter.

The curve of TID versus distance msybe used for any other wind

speed by multiplying the TID at any point on the curve by the ratio of

5 to the appropriate wind speed (e.g., doubling the wind speedto 10

meters per

cb-ve).

The

second reduces the TID to one-half the value shown on the

curve of TID becomes far more meaningful when interpreted in

terms of permissible exposure. Handbook 69, National Bureau of Standards,

U. S. Department of Commerce, gives two values for continuous exposure to

tritium. For gaseous tritium, a worker may be exposed continuously to a

-4
concentration of 4 x 10 microcuries per cc. For tritium water the

limit is lowered to 5 x 10
-6

microcuries per cc. Converting these

concentrations to continuous exposure for a quarter, it is noted that

for the case of free tritium the total permissible exposure is

3.14 x109 microcurie-seconds per cubic meter, and fortfitim water

the total permissible exposure is 3.93 x 107 microcurie-seconds per

cubic meter.

The assumption is msde that for uncontrolled populations, exposure

must be reduced by

on the TID curve.

a factor of 10. These four points are clearly marked
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If the curve is taken at face velue, it is possible to state that

should 12,500 curies of tritium be released at the surface in a 5 meter

per second wind a non-worker, standing directly downwind at a distance

of 37 meters, could be exposed to

permitted in one quarter. Should

are present in water molecules} a

a total dose eqtivelent to that

all of the tritium react so the atoms

non-worker could be exposed to a

quarterts exposure at a distsnce of 430 meters. In all probability the

distance to one quarter’s exposure would lie much closer to 37 meters,

since the tritium reacts relatively slowly, and during the time of

interest practically all of the tritium would be present as free

molecules.

It shouldbe noted here that it is generally wcepted that

computations based on Sutton’s equation have a %% Pr*abi~tY Of

being within one order of msgnitude of the true value.
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